Greece is our highest priority at this time for funding. While all regions remain in need and we will continue to work diligently with refugees in all countries listed, Greece has had no outside funding since we began working last year and is in dire need of help financially.

Greece:
- Immediate food relief- $60 per family for two weeks supply of food, water
- Hygiene relief box - $60 per family (may include soap, shampoo, toothbrush, diapers, feminine needs, towels; specific to family need)
- Other relief items may include tents, blankets, etc.
- Professional services may include Medical and Dental care, counseling.
- Training will be provided to partners on working with Arab speakers.

GHNI Refugee work immediate needs:

Jordan
- Adopt a refugee family - $1,000 per family for three months provision
- Fans - $50 per fan to provide relief during summer months
- Medical needs - varies

Israel
- Relief box - $60
- Female hygiene box - $20
- Basic medical kit - $30

Lebanon
- Relief boxes - $60
- Shelter - $400
- Medical needs - varies

Other works with refugees fleeing violence:

Iraq
- Immediate relief box - $60
- Fans or heaters - $50 (during the summer, fans and in the winter, heaters)
- Shelter - $400

For further information please contact us at
GHNI.org
Global Hope Network International
934 N. Magnolia Ave. Suite 310
Orlando, FL 32803
Phone: (407) 207-3256
Email: info@ghni.org
We are shocked by the difficult situation in Greece.

Global Hope Network International for the past 15 years has worked to end extreme poverty in Africa, Asia and the Middle East. As you might imagine, six years ago, our work in the Middle East began to expand as refugees and displaced families fled civil unrest and conflict. During most recent years, we began receiving families who have fled the terror of ISIL. The painful stories shared by those escaping, are difficult to hear. The numbers are growing daily of families entering neighboring countries seeking refuge.

Working with 1000s of refugee families in Armenia, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and Turkey, our teams are watching the needs grow exponentially and daily for food, water, and shelter. Our teams provide immediate relief, while always keeping watch for opportunities to move families from survival mode to long term sustainability. Families who transition, will find hope and healing to rebuild. We have seen many successes over the past few years, but there is much more to be done. As families continue to flee in droves to safe ground, there is little time to pack or withdraw funds from bank accounts, which in recent months have been legally restricted, preventing immediate withdrawals. They arrive with little or nothing to begin the long wait as their number is processed by officials who will assign them a new home country.

In Greece, the number seeking safety is shocking, reaching over 100,000. These refugees, families with small children and the elderly, are fleeing from Syria, Afghanistan, Iraq, and other locations tormented by violence. They are persevering to reach Northern Europe and find peace and safety after being forced from their homelands.

GHNI brings a uniqueness to working with refugees; We are focused on teaching self-sustainability.

Please understand, these families were NOT homeless or struggling helplessly in the countries they’ve fled; on the contrary, most held good jobs with reasonable wages. Some of these families were forced to leave to escape imminent death, rape, and for some, capture by terrorists.

GHNI staff, already on the ground in Greece, help refugees find hope through immediate needs and with long-term sustainable development. Our goal is to help them rebuild wherever they may land permanently and once again be self-sufficient individuals for generations. We are now planning to send teams of Arab speakers, trainers, and counselors to work with refugees in Greece.

We truly cannot do this without you.
On the back, you will read of the many needs beyond what most of us can do alone; but together, we can do so much!
Will you help end the madness for one family today?

Our hearts break as we see the most refugees in Europe since World War II. Leaving Europe straining from the impact.